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 Norton Summit Hill Climb 

      
 
 

        
 And the winner is! All rugged up ready for a hot toddy Mud maps 
 
Quite a small turn out for the Norton Summit Hill Climb this year, eight Veteran cars and one Veteran bike 
at the starting point in the car park of the Tower Hotel.  All but one made it to the top of the hill, I don’t 
know what happened to Nick in the Ruston Hornsby, probably didn’t want a repeat of 2011.  A very short 
run this year, up the New Norton Summit Road as usual, to the Scenic Hotel, then a very sharp right turn, 
and back down the Old Norton Summit Road.  Then a short distance to The Gums reserve for a very early 
lunch.  We appear to have lost a few along the way, but it was a fairly cool day, so they probably went 
straight home. 
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 From the Chairman 
Our meeting of last month was a combined presentation with a report on the recent National AVCCA 
Veteran Car Rally in Shepparton.  Co-presenters on the night were Hamish McDonald, Julian McNeil and 
Chris Whittall with confessions of a “back up Charlie”, and mobile car restorer.  Our thanks go to all the 
presenters on the evening for their more than ample photos, anecdotes and the inclusion of a youtube 
presentation of the event. 
Our annual run up the Norton Summit was well attended, including participants and greeters at the start, 
completion of the run and attendance for a light lunch at The Gums reserve after the event. 
Graham Treloar is now a twice recipient of the coveted award for the person(s) showing the most joy on 
getting to the top of the run! There is currently no award for showing the most relief on being able to 
complete the climb.  Veni Vide Vicum. Thank you for all of those members who came on the day and 
enjoyed the hill climb, the good weather and fellowship.  My thanks go to Mal Roberts personally for taking 
my horn off the Siddeley on the morning, and returning it to me at the lunch stop with a decent hoot.  Those 
that had heard its toot previously could only describe it as pathetic.  Our tyre change on the morning before 
the start was nowhere near the 0.21 seconds recently carried out on the four wheels of Mark Webber’s car at 
a recent Grand Prix! 
This week’s meeting includes viewing of the Shell films from the early 1900s.  Brave motoring for the era! 
Our first one and two cylinder run is on down South this weekend.  Come along and enjoy the day.  Three or 
more cylinder vehicles are also encouraged to attend, whether it is your veteran, or one of your other special 
interest vehicles. 
Before closing I would like to pass on the Club’s best wishes to Mary Allen and we wish that she has a 
speedy recovery from her current illness. 
 
Happy veteran vehicle motoring. 

Phil 

 From the Secretary 
Charter of Turin: This final instalment on what the Charter of Turin values and perceives as vital for the 
advocacy of all forms of historic motoring (as seen through our particular ‘lens’ of veteran motoring) 
focuses on: Accuracy, Appearance, Planning, Archives and Status.  As we reach the end of the Charter 
Document, it is interesting to hear that the AVCCA has commenced awareness raising of the Charter, its 
aims and the role of the AVCCA and member clubs with the Federal Government through the Department 
of Heritage.  The AVCCA is seeking to become somewhat of a ‘Lobby’ group on matters relating to 
Veteran motoring.  Closer to home, the VCCSA will also use the Charter to review our established dating 
documents and procedures. 
Article 7: Accuracy.  During the restoration of historic vehicles historically accurate materials and work 

techniques should be preferred, unless such materials or techniques can no longer be used because of safety 

concerns, lack of availability or legal prohibitions. 

Especially in the conservation of historic substance, traditional materials may not be adequate. As 

elsewhere in the field of restoration, modern materials and working techniques may then be used instead, 

provided they have been proven adequate and durable in experiments or tried in practice. 

Article 8: Appearance.  Any modifications to a historic vehicle required outside of its ordinary lifespan 

should be integrated discreetly and respect the original structure and appearance. Such modifications 

should be reversible. It is recommended that any important original parts removed should be kept with the 

vehicle for later use and to serve as reference of their original existence and make. 

Article 9: Planning.  Any work undertaken on a historic vehicle should be planned systematically and 

documented in an appropriate manner.  These records should be maintained with the vehicle.  

Article 10: Archives.  Any persons, facilities and organisations involved in the preservation, conservation, 

restoration, repair and operation of historic vehicles should take appropriate steps to protect their records 

and archives.  
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Article 11: Status.  Institutions engaged in the preservation and transfer of knowledge or specialist skills 

required in the preservation and operation of historic vehicles should seek recognition by international and 

national governmental authorities as cultural heritage and institutions.  Archives consisting of documents, 

drawings, photographs or other media and artefacts relating to historic vehicles should be cared for as part 

of the cultural heritage. 
100 Year/Centenary Car Badges: This is something special that your club 
is now able to access as an associated member of the AVCCA.  As 
mentioned at the November gathering, we are asking for expressions of 
interest from VCCSA members, if you would like to acquire a 100 years 
badge for your car.  There are some requirements to meet: such as the badge 
is to stay with the car for the rest of its life and be recorded with a special 
identity/catalogue number.  It is only available to vehicles registered through 
the VCCSA and dated by the VCCSA Dating Committee or have a 
recognised dating certificate.    
 
There are already a number of vehicles added to this list requesting badges 
and it continues to grow, so if you would like to know more, please add your 
name to the list that will be on display at the next gathering in December and the Dating Committee will 
finalise a process to move this forward.  Badges are retrospective, so if your car is already over 100 years, 
you can still apply for one. 
  

Hamish 

 

  Meetings 
The Club holds informal gatherings at 8pm on the 
first Wednesday of each month, except January, at 
the Colonel Light Gardens RSL, Dorset Ave.  
Park behind on what was the bowling green, enter 
from Windsor Ave.  Assemble at 7.30 for a pre-
meeting chat. The only formal club meeting is the 
Annual General Meeting, held on the first 
Wednesday in July each year. 
 

 

Wednesday 4
th

 December. Is our pre Christmas 
informal Noggin and Natter.  Please bring a plate 
of something to share.  We are hoping to be able 
to show you some of the old Shell films of early 
motoring, rallies etc. 
January there will be no monthly gathering. 
Wednesday 5

th
 February. Mal Roberts (the 

Genie of the lamps) is going to explain how he 
rebuilds brass lamps etc.  And perhaps Julian will 
show us some before and after photos of the 
lamps that he has run over, and Mal has restored. 
 

 Upcoming events 
Sunday 8

th
 December Creepy Crawly Run, not too late to get your entry in. 

 
Sunday 26

th
 January Australia Day Breakfast Run being organised by Neil Francis  

Meet at Hazelwood Park corner of Howard Tce. and Davenport Tce. at 
7.30am for a 8.00am departure. Our run will take us to the Waterfall Gully 
Falls then we return to Hazelwood Park for an Australia Day Celebration 
organised by the Burnside council. Sausage sizzle and coffee can be 
purchased at the Celebration or BYO.  Motor bike owners please note, the run 
has no traffic lights to negotiate just one roundabout. 

 
 

 National Veteran 1 & 2 Cylinder Rally, Robe 2014 

The Organising Committee is looking for any old or unwanted (small and manageable) car parts that can be 
used as table ornaments at the farewell dinner.  If you have any items that would be suitable for this 
purpose, please feel free to discuss with Rally Director: Julian McNeil or VCCSA Chairman: Phil Keane.
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 1909 Norton 

There has been much written on this marque, and little to be gained by repeating the story blow by blow of 
James Lansdowne Norton.  However, I can provide a restorer’s perspective of a veteran, about 1910 we 
thought.  That is about as early a model as one might expect to encounter, though I did own a Clement 
Garrard motor of the type used in Norton’s ‘Energette’.  Having examined the crudely made motor I believe 
I understood why the machine was called energette – it certainly could not have been named Energy!     
A friend who had been a Norton devotee from youth and who had a collection of 
several Nortons was keen to have a veteran.  There was a pedal start model here 
in the early days of the movement and its performance had captured his 
imagination.  He searched far and wide, and finally acquired a frame for a Model 
9.  Another of the early enthusiasts here had a machine of the same model, but 
without wheels.  Sadly, the crankcases had been resting in aggressive soil, 
leaving the flywheels exposed for part of their circumference.  I was able to swap 
a rough veteran Triumph which at least ran, and so acquired the Norton.  
Although the crankcase was in trouble the tank, frame and forks were in good 
order.  Another enthusiast, Eric Langton from Western Australia, 2000 miles to 
the west of here happened to stop by on a round Australia trip in his mobile 
camper.  Eric’s expertise was well known, and when he offered to cast new crankcases in exchange for the 

spare frame we jumped at the offer.  The wreckage was bundled into the 
camper, and in due course the new crankcases arrived. 
The valve gear was fitted and the motor assembled, after which the cycle 
parts were refurbished, there being no point until we had a motor.  No 
sooner was it running than the owner entered an event in Queensland, 
some 2000 miles to the north east.  After that the Norton was seen at 
various events until the owner was no longer able to enjoy the pastime. 
The rugged simplicity of the Norton was evident in that model, a feature 
which led them to greatness through the life of the marque.  

Terry Parker 

 

 For Sale 
Set of four 25 inch straight side Artillery wheels in excellent condition. 
These are cast aluminium replacements formerly fitted to a Cadillac. 
They cost me $2,000.  No longer required, I am offering these for $1,600. 
Noel Adams  0754 28 09 41 
noeldpe@optusnet.com.au 
 
 

 For Sale 
Renault 1908 Type X1B Torpedo (14/20HP) 
This powerful, magnificent and incredibly rare veteran has been completely 
restored during thirty years of ownership is now for sale. It is offered well 
below value to a discerning and caring veteran enthusiast. This machine is so 
rare that the Société D’Histoire Du Group Renault, Billancourt, France 
informs me that the vast Renault collection does not include an example. Four 
forward gears plus reverse, with powerful brakes and dashing looks this 
machine is sure to provide satisfaction, yours for $36,000. Contact Roger 
Cross, 08 8892 2712, rc.jmc@bigpond.com for further information and 
pictures.  Dated by Renault themselves and by the VCCSA. 
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 For Sale 
Odd Lamps:  
Square nearside Dependence oil and 
electric, P&H nearside side and tail, will 
swap for Riemann drivers side lamp to 
match the one shown, about 270mm to 
chimney, 315mm to top of bale.  Or will 
buy your matching lamps or sell mine. 

Terry Parker (08) 833 13445.  
 

 For Sale 
I am a member of the Vintage and Veteran Motorcycle club. 
I have an old oil gauge, which I don't need, but I don't have any other 
information about it. 
It is a "Sterling", with the number 3385 hidden on the front face (underneath the 
glass). 
It has been suggested to me that it is not from a motorcycle, but I am not sure. 
I don’t need it, and wondering if you could pass this on to someone who might 
be interested. Martin.Schumacher@satac.edu.au  
 

 Information required 
I'm wondering if you or any of your car club members are able 
to assist me in trying to identify this marking on a radiator cap 
that I have in my collection.  
The cap itself is in fantastic condition with all parts and the 
thread still in perfect condition... The only thing is that I can 
not identify what vehicle or manufacturer it has come from. 
Any assistance would be truly grateful. andrew.mawson68@bigpond.com  
 

 About old cars 
‘ABOUT OLD CARS’ is a collection of over 100 veteran cars 
found or restored in S.A. from the Veteran Car Club’s Old 
Crocks Run of 1934 on.  There are many more possible 
inclusions, and a re-print could go further if there are more 
‘Before’ photos available.  A brief summary of the car’s 
discovery restoration and subsequent owners is included. 
If your car was found or restored in S.A. there is a good 
chance that it will be included.  There are also pictures of 
some which were found but have since gone extinct. 
To avoid a second mortgage, the hard-covered book is being 
printed on demand and so if you want one, firm orders are 
needed.  It can be viewed at Club meetings or by appointment. 
 

Contact Terry Parker (08) 8331 3445.  
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 Autojumble Swapmeet 2014 
The HMVC extends an invitation to your members to attend and to take part in the “Show and Shine” which 
offers a wide range of great trophies. 
Further information please contact Graham grahamwithers@hotmail.com or on 0430 011 457 or Stephen 
our Autojumble Coordinator on 0419 848 512. 
 
 

 Cobram Single and Twin Veteran Rally 13
th

 – 16
th

 March 2014  Update 
As we write this note on 14th November 2013, we wish to advise that we have had a good response, with 27 
entries to date. So far we have received entries from NSW, SA and of course Victoria, with indications of at 
least 3 to come from Tasmania. 
The 27 entries equates to 57 people with some entries having multiple people, whilst others have one 
person. 
The entry will be restricted to 150 people which should equate, based on current figures, to around 70 
vehicles. 
The restriction on numbers comes about through utilising the excellent RACV catering staff and the 
recreation room facilities attached to the pool. The outside caterer who previously provided the meals is no 
longer in business and we don’t wish to use a supplementary, expensive, marquee as this will divide the 
group and as previously happened does not provide good dining accommodation if it is raining and when 
the mosquitoes are biting.  
As previously advised entries will close on 14th February, however please don’t leave your entry to the last 
moment. We look forward to seeing as many people and entries as we can accommodate. 

Andrew and Frances McDougall 

 
Entry details for this rally were published in the November issue of the Bulletin.  Ed. 

 

 Procession of Motors 
Taken from the Register Newspaper, 1

st
 January 1904, page 4. 

A procession quite new to South Australia took place in Adelaide on Thursday morning, when eight 
Oldsmobiles from the showrooms of Messrs. Duncan & Fraser, Franklin Street, paraded the chief 
thoroughfares.  The cars represented a total value of nearly £1,500, but their combined weight was only 
three tons.  Motors have not yet become a common feature on our streets, but on Thursday citizens were 
given a peep into the future of locomotion.  By a triumph of skilful manoeuvring the speedy vehicles made 
an avenue through the traffic in King William and Rundle streets, and the easy control which the driver 
exercises over the throbbing mechanism was remarkable.  By the manipulation of a few levers and a switch 
or two he has the car under perfect obedience, and the work can be performed in a sitting posture.  Facility 
and simplicity are combined in a manner which is surprising.  A few hours' acquaintance with the machine 
is sufficient to teach one the ABC of automobiling in a day or two the knowledge develops into confidence.  
At the invitation of Mr. J. Duncan a number of ladies and gentlemen availed themselves of the opportunity 
of a spin around the city in the Oldsmobiles, and the quarter of an hour's run proved delightful.  To the 
passenger making his debut a novel and pleasing sensation was experienced.  Headed by Mr. W. Kuhnel, 
the procession traversed the principal streets for a distance of about three miles in excellent time.  An 
Oldsmobile can travel 20 miles on a gallon of petrol, and the maximum distance it can cover with a full 
charge is 100 miles.  The fuel costs about a halfpenny a mile, so that the expenditure for the long trip would 
be a little over 4/-.  The speed limit is 20 miles an hour, and if more is attempted the mechanism will refuse 
duty.  An Oldsmobile of 4h.p. may be purchased for £180, and it will carry four persons on the plains and to 
anywhere, having the capacity to negotiate a gradient of 1 in 4.  It is computed, that there are 15,000 of them 
running in the world, and that the American factory, is now turning out 30 daily.  Most of the cars used on 
Thursday morning were absolutely new.  They were practically transferred from the cases to the roads, and 
the fact that they went through such a severe trial trip without the slightest hitch is sufficient testimony to 
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their reliability and ease of adjustment.  The fuel used was the Shell Transport Company's petroleum spirit, 
which was supplied by the local agents, D. & J. Fowler, Limited. 
 

 Canberra National 1 & 2 cylinder rally 
Been sitting on this for months now hoping the “pain” (physical, emotional and mechanical) most members 
who attended suffered in one form or another on the above run back in March has faded enough to bare 
remembering the run! 
 

     
 

     
 

   
 
Wording and photos courtesy of John Hancock. 
 

 A lesson in irony 
The Food Bank Program, administered by Social Welfare Canada is actually proud of the fact that “It is 
distributing the greatest amount of free meals and food vouchers ever !” 
Meanwhile, the National Park Service, administered by the Canada Parks and Natural Resources, asks us 
“Please Do Not Feed the Animals”. 
Their stated reason for the policy is because the animals will grow dependent on handouts and will not learn 
to take care of themselves. 
This ends today's lesson .. 
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 Early photos 
This has turned up, worth printing.  Said to be Motor Cycle Club of S.A. event, can anyone say when and 
where?  The club was formed in 1911, and the Triumph 1847, sold by Eyes and Crowle is about that year, 
so is the Peugeot engined 1292.  There were at least two other V twin Peugeots here at that time, 1519, F.C. 
Linn of Hindmarsh, and 1470, S.G. Newbold of Wauraltee, Yorke Peninsula. 
 

 
 
If Members have any early pictures we could make it a regular feature.  If they have rego numbers I can 
identify them. 

Terry Parker 

 

   
                 Would anyone like to try and identify this car? 


